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                                ABSTRACT
       An expression ef the absorption at cyc}otron resonance was derived by using the
    specific inductive capacity, fer the microwave propagating in a siightly ionized gas
    along the static magnetic field. It coincided with that derived by Brown et al. from
    the conductivity.. It was shown that the cyclotron resonance occurs at co==coe, the
    absorption curve is Lorentzian, and the half-width gives a direct measure ef the
    collision frequency.
       Approximate expressions of ordinary refractive index and extinction coeMcient
    for the right-handed and the left-handed circularly polarized waves were derived.

1. I"treduetion

    There have been some reports concerning the absorption at electron cyclotron

resonance in a slightly ionized gas, both theoretical and experimental (1, 2, 3, 4).

Solving the Boltzmann equation for the distribution of electrons under the
influence of both constant magnetic field and high-frequency electric field, Kelly,

Margenau and Brown have shown that the absorptioR i. e. the real conductivity

exhibits a Lorentzian resonance peak and the half-width of this curve gives a

direct measure of the collision frequency for the constant mean free time. It

was also found that for the constant mean free path, though the absorption

curve is complicated, the half-width is practically equal to that for the former case

of constant mean free time and the line shape is not very sensitive to the colli-

sion cross section depending upon electron velocity (5).

   In the microwave diagnostics of plasma, however, it is commonly and easily

done to measure tke phase skift and the insertioR loss of the microwave in the

plasma, from which one can calculate the e}ectron density and the collision
frequency (6, 7). Therefore, it is necessary for the experimenta} stttdy of plasmas

to derive the expressions for the attenuation factor and the phase shift at elec-

tron cyclotron resonance.

 :ki Reported in Japanese in "Kakuyugo Kenkyu (Nuclear Fusion Research)" 4 (June, 1960), 540.
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   Drummond (8) has made detailed calculation for the very dense, hot magneto-

plasma. However, since his resuks are extremely complicated, his analysis is not

easily used for discussing the experimental results on a slightly ionized gas.

   It is the purpose of the present paper to derive approximate expressions for

the attenuation factor and the phase shift in the vicinity of the electron cyclotron

resonance for the slightly ionized gas, which are useful for the ana}yses of ex-

perimental results.

   The electron cyclotron resonance occurs wheR an electromagnetic wave has

a transversal component to a static magnet!c fie!d B, the behaviour depending

on the direction of propagation ko. For the two interesting cases:(i) ke//B,

(ii) kelB, the calculations were carried out using the specificinductive capacity.

The absorption curve which represents the attenuation factor near the electron

cyclotron resonance is Lorentzian for the transversal wave (Igo//B)*. On the

contrary, for the hybrid wave (lcoÅ}B) the resonance curve not only appears
non-Lorentzian, but also the resonance position shifts. The case of ke//B is con-

sidered in the first part, that of kQÅ}B in the second and the experimental results

are given in the third part of the present paper.

2. Dispersion of tke right-handed circularly polarized wave

   A Iinearly polarized wave incident on a slab of piasma in a parallel magnetic

field is split up into two circularly polarized waves, the right-handed (or extra-

ordinary) and the left-handed (or ordinary) waves propagating with different

phase velocities (11).

   For the right-handed wave in which the electric field vector rotates in the

same sense as the electroRs gyrate, the specific inductive capacity K- is given,

using Brown's notations, by (6, 12) :

                         I<- ==: 1- (1ww 7ep.) pl..jB, (1)w,:

where
                   op == (cop/ce)2, r =:-T o)./tu, B r:-, y./o),

with
     top = is/te-'tll-li: plasma frequency,

     e, m: charge and mass of electron,

     eo :permittivity of free space,

 * Of course, the absorption curve comes te be very asymmetric with increasing electron density,
  as shown by Wharton's numerical results (9) and experimentally verified by Brown (10).
*iki The sign of the imaginary term is opposite to Brown's one, corresponding to the time factor
  exp (-1'cot) here.
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      N : number density of electron,

      to :angular frequency of incident wave,

      w. == eB: cyclotron frequency,

           m
      yc : effective collision frequency of eiectron,

      B : magnetic field strength.

    On the other hand, the specific inductive capacity K is related with the

refractive index n (13):

                     K="" Kre+dKim == n2= (n'"in")2, (2)

where n':ordinary refractive index,

       n": extinction coethcient.

Therefore,

                          n' ":" {-Sl- ( I I< km K..)}if2 , )

and .tr ... {JS- GKI ww K,.)}ii2.j (3)

Substituting (1) into (3), the curves representing the dispersion (n'-1) and the

absorption (n") can be plotted against 7', taking lf and B as parameters. A few

curves were given by Wharton (9), but it is actually rather troublesome to

calculate these curves for each pair of op and B. Moreover, in our experimental

cases, the following conditions are fulfilled :

                              rp << 1, 32 << 1,

corresponding to the gaseous discharge plasmas at low pressure. In such cases,

the expressions (3) become approximately: '
                    nL =:: i--l"t (i-i.,ww)il- B,--l3'L {((iii.i'.3),2i B`9,2},, (4)

and
                    nL' =" Saww4,92 -F l32 {i "-g (i -i,ww) i"-} ig2}' (5)

Hence, the relative phase shift W- and the attenuation ev- per one free space

wavelength (lo) are:

          `te- = zop (1-1.,M.)Strt.. lgini' rr4rp2{i;--7"4t),2-ww. itg9,2}, (radian/wavelength), (6)

and
          a'- "= lsop- aww.Bx)22-}-s2{1{- ra2mz-1malrrm)i"-ys,} (neper/wavelength). (7)
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   If the second term in the bracket {} of (7) can be neglected, the attenuation

a- ls approximated by :

                  a- := crm (1ww7B)2,-F3, (neper/wavelength),, (s)

where

                               avnt == nop/3• (9)
   In the above approximation, it follows from (8) that the cyclotron resonance

occurs at r== 1, i. e. w == cac and the maximum attenuation at resonance is am(nep/7`o).

The absorption curve (a.) plotted against T is symrnetrica! with respect to the

line r=1, and the half-width (dr) is determined by:

                                d?'/2 =- B. (10)
If Bo is the magnetic field intensity at which cyclotron resonance occurs and the

half-width expressed ln magnetic field intensity is dB, (10) is transforrned into :

                           AB/Bo -ww 2B == 2Yc/tu. (11)
   It is to be noted that the above approximation in which (8) has been derived

is equivalent to n'=:1 and thus the absorption curve given by (8) is equivalent

to the one g2ven by the real conductivity:

                                      32                            are =aO -Cl--x)2 "F B2, (12)

where ao='=nve2N/my. is static conductivity (see appendix).
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the approximate form (8) are plotted in Fig. 2. In a
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   The maximum absorption a,n is proportional to rp and inverseiy proportional

to B. This is natural, since the power absorbed by plasma increases with increas-

ing electron density (op) and with decreasing collision frequency (B). On the

contrary, if the collision frequency is so high that the electrons collide before

they finish respective orbits of gyrations (i.e. vc/to=r3>1), then no cyclotron

resonance occurs. In Figs. 4 and 5 the maximum absorption (ev,n) is plotted against

op and B respectively.
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 3. Dispersion oÅí the left-handed circularly polarizeG wave

    We can obtain an approximate dispersion relation for the ieft-handed wave
in the similar way to the right-handed one.

    The specific inductlve capacity K+ for this wave is given by :

                           K+ "= 1nd ral"7op.) +rs, (13)

and thus nl and nfr are given by:

                   nrv == i- ,op (,.i.,k),ru,B, op,2{&i,`-J/ ,'.));iS,2},, (i4)

and

                   n'+' "= ga"gerg2"B2 {1+g (kl .>-)7,'+3,}• as)

Hence, the relative phase shift W+ and tke absorption a+ of the left-handed

wave per one free space wavelength (7Le) are respectively: .

          deÅÄ = mp (1 +1.il)i i-F B2 -T Z!tT!l -ttSis+- 7"C))22ÅÄ-BB,2}, (radian/wavelength), (16)

and
                     32         a+ "" crtn (1+Fr)2+s2 (neper/wavelength). (17)

For the left-handed wave, naturally no resonance phenomena occur, since the

electric vector rotates in the opposite sense to the electron gyration.

4. Mspersion of the transversal wave (ko//B)

    A transversal wave incideRt on a slab of plasma in a parallel magnetic field

is considered. In passing through the plasma, theplane of polarization is rotated

by an angle defi per one free space:

           Zteii" rro7{(1-lrww)if-i-B2 (1{liiiji/'+i!?,} (radian/wavelength), (ls)

  v
 analogously to the Faraday effect in crystal.

   It is evident from the discussions in bRbg2and 3, that the resonance absorption

for the case T<<1 and B2<<1 can be approximated by:

aii = fllM [ (i- .Bii2 -yTii2 {i + -lll- (i {I ill)?,'+ B2} + (i i- 7B. i, -F B,] (neper/waveiength)• ( ig)

Moreover, in the extreme approximation, the above equation becomes :

           cu/i me -fl}' tiM{(i-.Bri,+B,+•-(--i -F 9i,{- B,} (neper/wavelength). (2o)
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This expression agrees with that calculated by Brown et al. (5) from the con-

ductivity. Under ordinary experimental conditions of the electron cyclotron
resonance, 32<<1, Then, as the antiresonance term in (20) is almost constant and

negligibly small compared with the resonance term, in the neighbourhood of the

resonance, the absorption curve for the transversal wave actually coincides with

that for the right-handed one.
   Next, We consider the absorption curve including both resonance and anti-

resonance terms. Since B2<<1 and it is considered in the vicinity of the resonance,

(20) can be approximated by :

                          cu!i--a2m(i:.ue.,,2)fZl,i(2B),, . (21)

where
                                rg =- 1-B2. (22)
                                                                    iTkerfere, in the above approximation the cyclotron resonance occurs at
-r,==(1-B2)ii2 Ml-B2/2, and the maximum attenuatioR ls ev,./2.' The absorption

(cuii) plotted against r2 is indeed symmetrical, but when plotted ag.ainst r jt is

not symmetical. The half-width of the absorption curve (dr) is:

                         dr - (drww/2) -- (d"rÅÄ/2) :::: 2B, (23)

and the measure of asymmetry is given by:

                            (`tr-/2)-(ztr.i./2) = B2, (24)
(see Fig. 6).

                                          E                - I-                rs l                v                 c i'                 .9 I                                        .•rk.•                 1Q- Aarl ik);+
                 g 2[2
                 s                 <                                          l

Integrating all

which implies

is determined

frequency.

      o dio di
        Fig. 6. Asymmetrical absorption curve.

 expressed by (20) with respect'to ?3 we obtain:

           Sgyeviidr == Z2 op == S2 .,e,2.,Ar,

                '                '
that the area surrounded by the absorption curve

only by the electron density, being independent

           (25)

and the 'r- axis

of the collision
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             '
   5. Conclusion

 • Using the specific inductive capacity, the expressions for the absorption and

   the relative phase shift at the cyclotron resonance in a slightly ioRi'zed gas were

   derived for the transversal wave (ko//B). The resulting absorption curve, which

   strictly repyesents the attenuation factor, is somewhat complicated in comparison

   with that which represents the real conductlvity aR, because the extinction

   coeMcient n" is more complicated than aR. As shown, in the extreme approxi-
   mation, both absorption curves are coincident with each other.

      In our present slightly ionized gas in which op<<1 and rsi2<<1, the expression

   (8) for the right-handed and the expression (20) for the transversa} wave are

   appropriately used for the analyses of the experimental results. If tkis approxi-

   mation is not permissible, we must use (4) or (3) which is rather complicated.

   Wharton calculated n' and n" from (3) using tentative numerical values and it

   was shown that the absorption curve becomes more asymmetrical with increasing

   op (9), and experimentally verified by Brown (10).

      The microwave propagating transversely to the magfietic field will be dis-

• cussed in the next part.
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                                    AppenGix

      The cornplex conductivity a.:=roR-7'ai is related with the specific inductive

  capacky by:
                          K =T 1'i-]' -.a,"i =" (1-'th"'t%) Ti- 7' -:r,• (26)

  From this and (3) we have

                       n'2 =: {l- {V(-il'l•th--,;,)2 ',-(g911' (i -- •6'jg'E)}• (27)

  and
                       .t•2 .. -li-{V(ill'i//6'//')'2'li"('//'g.i')'2-(i- g-,e,)}. (2s)

  If

                                !ltum <1, OR <•' 1,
                                 o) c- o cO c- o
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(27) and (28) can be approximated by:

                     n' == i-{l-it--l}-{(ilg/s)2-(--.of3)2}, (2g)

and

                     n" =- -S- -g/lis{i"-} ,agi}. (3o)

   On the other hand, equating the imaginary part of (26) to that of (2), we

have
                             ti 1 aR 1                            n == h2- LEifsEwn/• (31)
Accordingly,

   (i) if n'::1,

                             tx l aR                            n =: -2-•to-,,, (32)

which implies that the variation of n" versus "r is equivaient to that of aR; and

   (ii) if n'2=tl-ai/(toeo),

                 n- -= -llt as6 (i-g,t,)Hif2 --S- -iii/is (i+g-il//E), (33)

which agrees with (30).
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